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NATURAL LAW IN AMERICAN CONSTITUTIONAL
THEORY
By FowLER VINCENT HARPER*
IN ATURAL law has had many meanings and diversified interpre-
tations. Whether in the form of jus naturale, the law of nature,
the law of reason, lex naturalis, lex aeterna, natural justice, or due
process of law; natural law, in the broadest sense, has evolved as the
needs of a particular civilization and the endeavors of its legal
scholars have directed.' It is significant, however, that as a phi-
losophy of law, natural law continues to thrive, although the par-
ticular system which one community constructs may be abandoned
by succeeding generations. Periods of growth in the law have been
freqently accompanied by shiftings in natural law premises. An
old system of natural law soon becomes sterile when there is im-
mediate necessity for an extension of legal principles. The Ameri-
can Constitution has been a fertile ground for the seeds for natural
law, and constitutional theory has already passed through several
stages of development, and is apparently upon the threshhold of a
new period of growth.
When the due process of law clause was incorporated into the
Constitution as a limitation upon State legislation, the subsequent
expansion of legal doctrine to include the variety of situations with
which the law was compelled to deal brought about the fashioning
and the development of a new natural law philosophy to meet the
growing demands upon constitutional jurisprudence. As the cases
to which these doctrines were applied multiplied, newer and different
tendencies have appeared to keep pace with the changing conditions,
but in every phase of constitutional vicissitude natural law or its
equivalent has been a powerful influence. A pronounced propensity
*Associate Professor of Law in the University of North Dakota.
'For a brief summary of various phases of natural law, see Gareis,
Science of Law, Kocourek's Translation (1924), Introduction, 18-21. See also
Haines, "The Law of Nature in State and Federal Judicial Decisions" (1916),
25 YAL L. J. 617.
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seems to have ever been manifested, on the part of the courts, to cling
to the advantages of constancy and stability which natural law af-
fords, abandoning particular grounds only when their inadequacy
became obvious and apparent.
It is never easy to determine just where one tendency becomes
predominant and others obsolete. Perhaps a system of natural law,
having once become fixed in a jurisprudence, never completely lapses
into desuetude. Its influences, at times obvious, at others subtile, may
endure long after its premises have been discarded for conscious use
in deciding concrete cases. Just how far reason, for example, as
understood by Grotius, was influenced by the "nature of man," or by
the "nature of law," as determined by legal experience, may be the
subject of conjecture and disagreement. Undoubtedly the two cannot
be divorced." General tendencies, however, can be detected, and a
recognition of such tendencies must serve some useful purpose in
understanding the history and growth of the law-perhaps in predict-
ing something of the future.
Of the contributions which Rudolf Stammler has made to legal
philosophy, perhaps none is more important than the distinction
which he never tires of making between matter and form.2  He has
attempted to point out the validity and significance of his distinctions
at some length.3 Whether he has successfully demonstrated their
applicability in what he calls "The Practice of Just Law,"'4 is perhaps
a question upon which his readers and students may differ. It is
believed by some, however, that his philosophy has a peculiar applica-
tion to certain phases of American law. Whether it can throw addi-
tional illumination upon American constitutional theory, as mani-
fested by the persistent recurrence of some phase of natural law, is
the purpose of this study to investigate.
One might expect from a philosophy which recognizes the social
life of man as the underlying problem with which it is concerned, 4' a
"Cf. Stammler, Theory of Justice, Husik's Translation (1925), 78-79.
2See, e.g., Theory of Justice, supra, 133 ff.
3See ibid, 471.
4Ibid, 243-267. See Professor Drake's review of The Theory of Justice,
in AmEcAN BA AssocIATioN JOURNAL, July 1926, 476. Cf. also 25 MicH.
L.R Rv. 762.
4 Berolzheimer, World's Legal Philosophies (1912), 398-399.
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significant application to a constitutional law which must measure and
evaluate 'the wide variety of social interests which the Fourteenth
Amendment to our Federal Constitution demands. In any considera-
tion of natural law, one might expect enlightenment from a philo-
sopher who restates the fundamental issue raised by natural law, in
all ages, namely, the problem of determining the criterion of the
legal ideal. 4b And finally, one might expect illumination upon any
system of law from a jurist who has developed anything like a critical
theory of law. It may be that something akin to Stammler's juristic
idealism has found its way into our Constitutional law, in its later
stages, as a working substitute for some of the older notions of
natural law which time has rendered obsolete and void. Whether
this be true or not, it cannot help but profit to analyze apparent
tendencies with care in such light as philosophy affords, whether it
emanates from Continental or Anglo-American sources. It may
clarify the situation and.facilitate the transposition of Stammler's
doctrines to our body of constitutional principles to review, briefly,
the successive stages through which natural law has passed in con-
nection with its growth in our constitutional jurisprudence.
II
In the early history of the Constitution, long before the Fourteenth
Amendment, juristic philosophy, following the prevailing political
theory of the period, assumed decided natural law tendencies. The
idea of individual liberty had steadily developed in English constitu-
tional history since John's concessions in Magna Carta. When the
Fifth Amendment was attached to the Constitution, it was eight-
eenth century law of the land that was contemplated rather than
thirteenth century lex terrae. Political theory also was intensely
individualistic. The Declaration of Independence, if it has no other
significance, stands as a memorial to the devout belief that the science
of politics had forever indubitably proved that a government of laws
had for its one and only objective the protection of individual rights
against both private and social interference. 5 Legal philosophy was
not slow to reflect this conviction in the jurisprudence that it developed
4bIbid, 422.
GCf. Constitution of Washington, Art. I, sec. I, wherein the purpose of
government is declared to be the protection of the individual.
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about the Constitution. Natural law based upon the inherent nature
of government and upon the rights and privileges of free men became
a premise from which to reason in all cases involving the integrity
of individual interests.' The American colonists had resisted the
mother country according to the best canon of orthodox constitutional
theory as long as their patience endured. Convinced of the futility
of such measures, they at last abandoned even a cloak of legality
and, in open revolution, resorted to the non-constitutional theory of
tke natural rights of man in general. 7 For the time, the natural rights
of Englishmen were forgotten in the new enthusiasm for the rights
of man according to the law of God and of nature.8 This legal doc-
trine emanating from these non-legal assumptions, being as it was,
the progeny of the American and French revolutions,9 eventually se-
cured such a firm hold upon juristic thinking that one needs but to
look at many a twentieth century decision to realize that this phase
of natural law still constitutes, in many instances, the "inarticulate
major premise" of not a few freedom of contract opinions.' 0 The
Courts found that there existed certain private rights which were
completely beyond the control of the State; that these limitations
arose out of the "essential nature of all free government," and were
respected by all governments "entitled to the name.""
When the nineteenth century was well advanced, the historical
school began to displace this older natural law, grounded upon the
nature of a government of men born free and equal, with a natural
law with a historic content.2 The philosophy of Hegel with its
6Cf. Pound, Introduction to the Philosophy of Law (I922), 5I.
7See Mclllwain, The American Revolution (1924), 152.
6See, e.g., James Otis, The Rights of the British Colonies, pp. I6, 17, 52-72.
9While the political philosophies which ignited the American and French
revolutions are usually thought of as identical, the fact must not be ignored that
the political philosophy of nature which made itself so profoundly felt in the
American revolution, was, in its essence, thoroughly English, coming through
the well known Jefferson-Locke-Hooker route. See Becker, The Declaration
of Independence (1922), 79.
2OFor example, Lochner v. New York, 198 U. S. 45 (19o5); People v.
Williams, 189 N.Y. 131 (19o7) ; Ives v. Buffalo etc., 20 N. Y. 271 (1911). See
also Haines, "The Law of Nature in State and Federal Judicial Decisions"
(1916), 25 YAL., L. J. 617, 623 ff.
"'Loan Association v. Topeka, 2o Wall. 655, 662-663 (1874), per Miller, J.
"2See Pound, Law and Morals (1924), 16.
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unfolding of the idea of liberty made itself felt in legal history. 3
The rights of the Past became the natural law of the Present. A
philosophy of history became the core of the system of natural law,,4
and the rights of the individual were measured by the guarantees of
the common law.
After the incorporation of the Fourteenth Amendment into the
Constitution, thus making due process of law a check upon state
legislation, there was soon precipitated a tremendous amount of litiga-
tion involving infringements upon individual interests. Around such
cases, no small share of which turned upon the protection to freedom
of contract which the Amendment affords, natural law with a his-
toric content has developed an impressive philosophy. Courts have
resorted to the origin of the due process of law clause to justify the
assumption that what has received the sanction of time, by custom
and usage, is protected by the guarantee of due process. When
the reluctant Lackland made the concessions included in the lex
terrae provisions of Magna Carta, there is little doubt but that he was
assuring the barons that their lives and property would be respected
according to the law of the land, custom and usage. C. H. Mclllwain
observes:
"There can be little doubt that these changes were in the
direction of a more developed feudalism, but there is nothing
in this inconsistent with the view that the lex so amended was
in its origin in part ancient English customary law."'l5
In 1379 it was charged that one tried and fined in one county
for an offense which took place in another county was deprived of
his property contrary to the lex terrae.'6 It was contrary to the cus-
tom and tradition of English trial. Bigelow says that the lex terrae
provision of the Great Charter was an attempt to insure the safety
of the person and his property from infringment except "by judicial
proceedings according to the nature of the case. 1 7  It did not neces-
'3See Pound, Interpretations of Legal History (1923), 22-23, 45-49.
14 Cf. Berolzheimer, World's Legal Philosophies (1912), 216.
'
5
"Due Process of Law in Magua Carta" (1914), 14 COL. L. RLv. 27, 51.
'
6 Lowestoft v. Yarmouth. See Select Cases before the King's Council,
1243-1482; vol. 36, Publications of the Selden Society.
7History of Proceedure (I88O), 155, n.
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sarily assure a trial by jury, 8 for this was not always in accord with
custom and feudal tradition.19 Some courts of high repute, however,
have felt that the lex terrae included jury trial, a judge of no less dis-
tinction than Chief Justice Shaw holding to such view.
20
Due process of law has assumed, in our constitutional doctrine
a meaning similar to the lex terrae of the Great Charter. Both con-
sciously and unconsciously the courts have come to regard the Four-
teenth Amendment and the Fifth Amendment as incorporating a pro-
tection to the rights gradually evolved by tradition and custom, and
sanctioned by the common law. At an early date the Supreme Court,
through Mr. Justice Curtis, announced:
"The words 'due process of law,' were undoubtedly in-
tended to convey the same meaning as the words 'by the law of
the land,' in Magna Carta. Lord Coke in his commentary on
those words (2 Inst. 50) says they mean 'due process of law.'
* * * To what principles, then, are we to resort to ascertain
whether this process enacted by Congress is due process * * *
We must examine the Constitution itself, to see whether this
process be in conflict with any of its provisions. If not found
to be so, we must look to those settled usages and modes of
proceedings exiting in the common and statute law of Eng-
land, before the emigration of our ancestors, and which are
shown not to have been unsuited to their civil and political
condition by having been acted on by them after the settlement
in this country. "21
In commenting on Union Refrigerator Co. v. Kentucky,22 Pro-
fessor Beale observed 23 that "it is difficult to prove that a practice
which has prevailed in half the States of the Union for a century was
contrary to due process of law." The Supreme Court reasserted the
doctrine that customs sanctioned by usage were protected by due pro-
'
513McGhee, Due Process of Law (x9O6), 5-6.
9 See Powicke, Per ludicium parium vel per legem Terrae, Magna Carta
Commemoration Essay (1917), 96, l03.2OJones v. Robbins, 8 Gray (Mass.) 329, 341-343.
2 1 urray's Lessee v. Hoboken Land etc. Co., 18 How. 272, 276 (1855).
22199 U. S. 194 (19o5).
23Jurisdiction to Tax (919), 32 HARV. L. RyV. 587, 592.
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cess of law when it declared, in a leading case,24 "We are bound to be
very cautious in coming to a conclusion that the Fourteenth Amend-
ment has upset what thus has been established and accepted for a long
time." '
'In reviewing numerous police regulations, extended by the States
in the interest of the public morals, safety, health, convenience and
general welfare, courts have frequently subjected the measure to the
test of usage and custom to determine its constitutionality under the
Fourteenth Amendment. Labor legislation, with the accompanying
freedom of contract controversy, has not escaped this process. Fre-
quently the courts have expressly stated that what has been conceded
by the law for centuries cannot be denied, consistently with due pro-
cess of law. In Noble State Bank v. Haskell,"5 it was asserted that
the police power might be put forth in aid of what was sanctioned by
usage, the same coming within the constitutional requirements of due
process of law. In a more recent case,2 G the Court, per McReynolds,
J, declared:
"While this Court has not attempted to define with exact-
ness the liberty thus guaranteed, the term (due process of law)
has received much consideration and some of the included
things have been definitely stated. Without doubt it denotes
not merely freedom from bodily restraint but also the right of
the individual to contract, to engage in any of the common
occupations of life, to acquire useful knowledge, to marry, to
establish a home and bring up children, to worship God accord-
ing to the dictates of his own conscience, and generally to
enjoy those privileges long recognized at common law as
essential to the ordinary pursuit of happiness by free men."2 7
In accordance with the doctrine underlying these expressions, due
process of law has been regarded as embodying certain "fundamental
24Otis Co. v. Ludlow Mfg. Co., 2oi U.S. 14o, 154 (19o6). See also Grant
Timber & Mfg. Co. v. Gray, 236 U. S. 133 (1915) ; Patterson v. Bark Eudora,
i9o U. S. i6g (i9o3); Ochoa v. Hernandez, 230 U. S. 139 (1913).
25219 U. S. 104 (i9H1).
20Meyer v. Nebraska, 262 U. S. 390 (1923).
27Ibid, 399.
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principles of justice" which States are not at liberty to abridge.2
These fundamental principles of justice seem to be those privileges
which have been so long enjoyed that one's sense of natural right
is offended when they are denied. This is nineteenth century natural
law, or natural law with a historic content. It is natural for men to
resent any infringement upon that which they have immemorially
been accustomed to enjoy. That which is familiar becomes sacred
and the novel becomes absurd and frequently shocking. Change,
when compelled by law, is always contrary to the natural right of
those who are not benefited thereby. The man who has arbitrarily
directed the conduct of others at his own will, because he willed it,
thinks that he is denied a "natural" right when his will is checked
because the departure from the customary and familiar course de-
prives him of that which he has been permitted to enjoy and which,
therefore, he has come to regard as a natural or inalienable right.2 9
Courts have too frequently found that customs and institutions with
which they were most familiar were sanctioned by the Constitution,
for it was incomprehensible to them that such customs and institutions
could be interfered with consistently with due process of law. Still,
in the words of Mr. Justice Holmes, "the accident of our finding cer-
tain opinions natural and familiar or novel and even shocking ought
not to conclude our judgment upon the question whether statutes
embodying them conflict with the Constitution of the United States." 30
In commenting upon the distinctions between the functions of the
judge and jury, the same learned Justice remarked, in Rawlins v.
Georgia,31 and again in Chicago, R. I. & P. v. Cole,3 2 that there was
nothing in the Constitution or any of the Amendments thereto which
28Cf. Collins v. Kentucky, 234 U. S. 634, 638 (914); also O'Neill v.
Learner, 239 U. S. 244-254 (1915).
20SIavery has had many champions among jurists who espoused a natural
law. See Pound, Law and Morals (1924), ioo, 1oi. "One cannot but see,"
asserts the writer, "that the circumstances that one wrote where slavery had
long ceased to exist, while the others were familiar with it as an institution,
had decisive effect upon the dictates of reason." It is not without significance
that this same natural law was employed to defend the "divine right" of kings
in the earlier phases of that doctrine in England. See Mcllwain, The American
Revolution (1924), 161.
3OLochner v. New York, dissenting opinion, 198 U. S. 45, 75 (1go5).
312o1 U. S. 638 (19o6).
3"251 U. S. 54 (I919).
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required a State to maintain the line with which we are familiar be-
tween the functions of the jury and those of the court. But even
justice Holmes is deeply impressed with the relationship between due
process of law and long established rights. Thus he observes,
"It would be a surprising extension of the Fourteenth
Amendment if it were held to prohibit the continuance of one
of the most universal and best known distinctions of the
medieval law."33
The great preponderance of Holmes' opinions, however, indicate
without doubt that he has not taken the stand that long established
customs are protected without qualification by due process of law.
In cases wherein he has apparently arrived at such a result, it has
been through reasoning from entirely different premises, as will sub-
sequently be indicated.
The results of both the earlier and later trends of natural law
which developed about the Constitution and especially the Fifth
and Fourteenth Amendments, have been repeatedly demonstrated to
be inadequate to meet the demands which society places upon that
instrument. Economic and social developments of late years have
made inevitable a socialized view of the law. Since Jhering, the
social attitude toward jurisprudence has begun to replace the out-
worn individualism of preceeding centuries. 34 Law as a safeguard
and a guardian of social interests meets law as a guarantee of the
integrity of individual interests. Especially is this true of Constitu-
tional law under the Fourteenth Amendment. The sociological brief,
containing vast amounts of social and economic data has replaced the
earlier jejune notions of "common understanding" and "general
knowledge." '35
The chief reason for the inadequacy of the earlier phase of natural
law, derived from the nature of government and the inherent fights
of free men, was that it conduced to the development of what Jher-
3 Grant Timber etc. Co. v. Gray, 236 U. S. 133, 134 (1915).
34Cf. Pound, "Scope and Purpose of Sociological Jurisprudence" (1911),
25 HARV. L. Rnv. 140, 143.
35See Muller v. Oregon, 208 U. S. 412 (1908). Cf. Complaints of the court
in People v. Schweinler Press, 214 N. Y. 395 (19,5) as to the inadequacy of
such data in People v. Williams, i89 N. Y. i3i (I9O7), eight years eariier.
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ing contemptuously referred to as a jurisprudence of "pure concep-
tions." Complete conceptions were formulated as to inalienable rights,
freedom of contract, the nature of man, and the like, one of which
constituted a premise from which the correct decision could be
syllogistically deduced for every controversy. Facts in the particular
circumstance were ignored; the conceptions were self-sufficient.38
Absolute notions of freedom of contract could not possibly be affected
by facts, however notorious. A long list of labor controversies bear
witness to this process, among which are decisions denying the right
of the State to legislate in behalf of those who toil in mines and
factories to prevent their economic slavery by payment in script or
store orders instead of in cash,37 denying the power of the State to
compel employers to give discharged laborers service letters stating
the reasons for their dismissal,38 statutes regulating the basis of pay-
ment for coal at the mines, 39 and acts prohibiting the discharge of
laborers because of membership in labor organizations. 40  In each of
these situations the facts attending the circumstances of the laboring
man were of such a nature that immedate and drastic relief was im-
perative. Legislatures in many States and many countries had con-
sidered and passed appropriate remedies. In the face of these facts
both notorious and obvious, courts reasoned abstractly from unquali-
fied premises to uncompromising conclusions, untested by facts and
unsuited to the realities of a developing society.
When this conceptual natural law had, in a measure, been sup-
36Cf. Pound, "Liberty of Contract" (19o9), 18 YALa L. J. 454, 462.
37Godcharles v. Wigeman, 113 Pa. St. 431 (1886); State v. Loomis, 115
Mo. 307 (1893); State v. Haum, 61 Kan. 146 (1899); State v. Mo. Tie &
Lumber Co., 181 Mo. 536 (19o4). See Leep v. St. Louis, Iron Mft. & So., 58
Ark. 407 (1894) for an act requiring wages to be paid on discharge unconstitu-
tional as to natural persons. One judge was of the opinion that it was also
unconstitutional as to corporations. See Johnson v. Goodyear Mining Co., 127
Cal. 4 (1899) for an act providing for liens on corporation property for unpaid
wages declared unconstitutional.
38Wallace v. Georgia C. & N. Ry., 94 Ga. 732 (1894), on grounds of being
an unconstitutional infringement of "liberty of silence;" A. T. & S. F. R. R.
v. Brown, So Kan. 312 (19o9) ; St. Louis Southwestern R. R. etc. v. Griffin,
io6 Tex. 477 (1914) on grounds that liberty of contract was a "natural right"
which the Government could not take away from a citizen.
3 9Millet v. People, 117 Ill. 294 (1886) ; Re Preston, 63 Ohio St. 428 (igoo).
4OCoppage v. Kansas, 236 U. S. i (1912).
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planted by a natural law with a historic content, the situation was only
partly and temporarily relieved. Soon this test for due process of
law displayed defects quite as fatal as the older system. The courts
have constantly been constrained to reject the principles contained
therein. In 19o5 the Supreme Court considered a Kentucky tax
enactment which placed a tax upon the cars of a domestic corporation,
which were employed permanently without the State.4 ' A fair result
demanded that the tax be invalidated and the Court so held. The
rule here announced has been the law ever since as applied to per-
sonal, tangible property, although prior to the Union Refrigerator
case States had for years taxed such property at the domicile of the
owner, upon the strength of the ancient maxim mnobilia sequuntur
personanm. In 1923, in reviewing the minimum wage law for the
District of Columbia, however, the Court, following the historic con-
tent of our natural law, invalidated the statute because it could not be
classified with any of the statutes already declared constitutional as
being a fair exercise of the police power.42 Perhaps no more typical
instance of the authority of concrete manifestations of this phase of
natural law could be found than this unconvincing decision. After
summarizing the various cases in which State statutes had been de-
clared constitutional, as within the police power, Mr. Justice Suther-
land, speaking for the Court, said:
"If now in the light furnished by the foregoing exceptions
to the general rule forbidding legislative interference with
freedom of contract, we examine and analyze the statute in
question, we shall see that it differs from them in every material
respect."43
This difference between the minimum wage act and constitutional
exercises of the police power, as established by judicial history, was
sufficient to justify the Court in invalidating the former.
In 1925, in Frick v. Pennsylvania," a vast amount of personal,
tangible property had been left by the deceased in New York and
Massachusetts. Pennsylvania, the domicile of the testator, sought to
41Union Refrigerator Transit Co. v. Kentucky, i99 U. S. 194 (1905).
42Adkins v. Children's Hospital, 261 U. S. 525 (1923).
431bid, 554.
4-1268 U. S. 473 (1925).
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impose a succession tax upon this property, but the statute authorizing.
such tax was invalidated by the Supreme Court. It was not due
process of law, albeit the decision upset the inheritance tax laws of at
least three fourths of the States of the Union. The historic practice
of the States was here restrained in respect to inheritance taxes in
the same manner as property tax laws had been affected by the Union
Transit case, twenty years earlier. The historic development of the
content of the natural law of the Fourteenth Amendment was again
inadequate to produce a fair and desirable result, and the Court was
forced to bodily disregard the time honored principles upon which
many States had been extorting taxes on the same property or the
same act.
Both the eighteenth and nineteenth century trend of natural law,
then, has been insufficient to produce a lasting juristic philosophy.
The former made the mistake of seeking absolute truth in the positive
manifestations of the ideal law.45 When the law of nature was re-
vealed unto men, there was no need for additions or subtractions. The
total absence of any provisions for alteration or amendment in at least
six of the revolutionary constitutions bears eloquent testimony to the
confidence reposed in the infallible revelations of this law. 46  "The
eighteenth century did not abandon the old effort to share in the mind
of God," says Becker,4 7 "it only went about it with greater confidence,
and had at last the presumption to think that the infinite mind of God
and the finite mind of man were one and the same thing." The
French, too, thought that their Civil Code was an ideal codification.
The nineteenth century natural law, Dean Pound thinks, was an
ideal development of the principles of the common law, and natural
rights in American courts meant rights long enjoyed by Englishmen
and Americans and protected by the common law.48 As a philosophy
this system was defective just as Hegel's philosophy of law was-
defective, and for the same reason. Here what purports to be a
philosophy is lacking, so Stammler and many others think, in an ele-
45See Pound, Law and Morals (1924), 14, 15.4
GSee Dodd, The Revision and Amendment of State Constitutions, Johns
Hopkins Press (igio), 118.47The Declaration of Independence (1922), 39.
4FCf. Pound, "Scope and Purpose of Sociological Jurisprudence" (1911),
24 HARv. L. Rzv. 591, 611.
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ment of universal validity. The principles of the system have repeat-
edly failed to produce satisfactory results; courts have been com-
pelled, from time to time, to abandon them. Hegel's conception of
philosophy as the study of the evolutionary processes by which law
is formed resulted in his approach to philosophy as a historian, and
made his philosophical view of history as applied to law, his philosophy
of law. 45  Hegel's unfolding of the idea of liberty or "right" con-
stantly undergoes changes; as history alters the content, so changes the
foundation of his natural law philosophy. And so it has been with
us when we, in our constitutional law, look solely to a scientific
organization of traditional and historic principles to determine due
process of law issues in modern society. It has resulted in a belated
individualism which has crept into such decisions as that of the
Lochner case,50 and its a priori process has produced such results as
that in the minimum wage decision, above. 51
III
Another phase of natural law has grown up around the Amend-
ment in the last fifty years and indications point to more fruitful
results from this branch of the law of nature. The fusion of moral
judgment into constitutional law, as found in the standard of reason-
ableness, has furnished a genuine philosophy of law.5" One of the
ever-present difficulties with the older natural law systems was the
constant confusion of the philosophical with the non-philosophical
elements; a failure to distinguish between the enduring and the
changeable elements. What Stammler speaks of as form, matter,
and content have never been clearly differentiated by the jurists. In
every rule of external human conduct, declares the Berlin professor,
there are two elements, (i) materia, matter, that is, the changeable
and concrete material; (2) forma, form, the intellectual element of
a will content, universally contained in every law.53 This distinction
is one of vital importance in the development of a philosophy of law
that is to meet new and unexpected conditions and circumstances and
49See Berolzheimer, The Worlds Legal Philosophies, supra, 216 ff.
5o Spra, n. Io.
51Supra, n. 42.
52Cf. Pound, Law and Morals, supra, 6o.
53Stammler, Theory of Justice, 133. Cf. "Fundamental Tendencies in Mod-
ern Jurisprudence" (1923), 21 MIcH. L. RIv. 881.
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solve the ever new and novel problems which a complex society con-
stantly raises. Stammler employs the distinction to clarify the philo-
sophy of law as applied to the entire legal system. The immediate
problem herewith is to test its application only to such portion of
our constitutional jurisprudence as has developed under the due pro-
cess of law clause in respect to legislation of the several States. When
Stammler, then, speaks of "law," consistency demands that we con-
fine the use of the term, for our immediate purpose, to Constitutional
law.
Form is described as the "uniform method of ordering," 54 that
is, in Constitutional law, the element which gives constancy and
unification to our jurisprudence-the universal element thereof.
Materia can be only those concrete decisions which have manifested
themselves from time to time as the Court has had occasion to pass
upon the validity of statutes of the States under the Amendment.
The abstract must not be confused with the concrete.5 Neither must
it be thought that the pure form can be fully expressed in the con-
crete; the abstract ideal can never be expressed or fashioned into
concrete, positive being. On the other hand the form and the matter
cannot be entirely separated. "They are always found united,"
says Stammler,56 "neither exists prior to the other. * * * Since on.
the contrary, as has been said, they make their appearance only at
the same time and in union with one another, their discovery neces-
sarily involves a critical analysis of an already existent synthesis
How this synthesis occurs does not bear on the question of systematic
analysis as such. * * * For purposes of the present discussion, we
have to start from the proposition that throughout our entire experi-
ence our impressions and aspirations are synthesized, and that in these
composite experiences can be distinguished the uniformly determining
54See "Fundamental Tendencies," supra, 882.
51See ibid, 885, for the confusion between abstract law and the historical
application of law, when the distinction should be made between the law and a
law. This was the trouble with eighteenth century natural law on the Con-
tinent when the attempt was made to make particular law (Code) coincide
with the abstract conception of law, as a manifestation, in positive form, of
the same. Cf. Stammler's criticism of the French Civil Code, ibid 645.
Cf. also the cirticism applied to the Canon law, The Theory of Justice, io6.
56
"Fundamental Tendencies," supra, 881, 882.
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method of ordering, on the one hand, and the particular facts deter-
mined thereby on the other."
We must distinguish, then, in our thinking, between those uniform
methods of ordering which, in Constitutional law, lend continuity to
the fabric which the decisions have woven, and the particular conclu-
sions in concrete cases which constitute the matter ordered thereby.
Yet we are to look for these two elements together, for the one does
not exist without the other. Distinct from these two elements, for
philosophical purposes, there is still a third element involved, namely
the relationship between the universal, unifying element and the con-
crete matter. Stammler has called this relationship the content.,,
By introducing into constitutional jurisprudence the unchangeable
and immutable element of reason as a standard, we have provided a
universal of unconditioned and unvarying validity. It is here that our
natural law becomes truly philosophical. "It (legal philosophy),"
says Pound,5 9 "has had faith that it could find the everlasting, un-
changeable, legal reality in which we might rest and could enable us
to establish a perfect law by which human relations might be ordered
forever without uncertainty and freed from need of change." It is
thus that our standard of reason provides a genuine philosophical
basis for an enduring Constitutional jurisprudence.
A number of years ago Mr. Justice Holmes said of the doctrine
of reasonableness, as applied in private law:
"When we rule on evidence of negligence we are ruling on
a standard of conduct, a standard which we hold the parties
bound to know beforehand, and which in theory is always the
same upon the facts and not a matter dependent upon the whim
of a particular jury or the eloquence of a particular advo-
cate." 60
And as to this same element of reason in public law, where the
15 See ibid, 882. Content, literally "holding with" or "holding together"
cum+teneo. The German is Inzhalt, with a similar etymology, in+halten.
59See Introduction to the Philosophy of Law (1922), 17. "It is an ancient,
never-ending dream of mankind that there is a peculiar, rigid and unchangeable
law." Gareis, Introduction to the Science of Law (19:24), Introduction, 1g,
quoting Windscheid.
60Law in Science and Science in Law, Collected Papers (1920), 210, 233.
Italics are mine. Cf. Common Law (1881), III.
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police power of the State was involved, the words of Mr. Justice
Eakin in Stettler v. O'Hara6 ' have a far reaching significance:
"There have been many attempts to define the police power
and its scope; but because of confusing the power itself with
the changing conditions calling for its application, many of
the definitions are inexact and unsatisfactory. The courts
have latterly eliminated much of the confusion by pointing out
that, instead of the power being expanded to meet new con-
ditions, the new conditions are, as they arise, brought within
the immutable and unchanging principles underlying the
power."
So the constitutional question presented in due process of law, as
applied to statutes under the police power, is essentially a philosophic
question, because it involves the element of unchanging validity. A
great deal has been said by the courts about the question of reason-
ableness, whether it was a question of law or a question of fact.
Austin, long ago, pointed out that it was neither, but rather a question
involving the relationship between the given law and the given facts,6
what Stammler calls the content. This question, involving a pure
intellectual process, is primarily a moral one.6 3 This, it must be, is
what Mr. Justice HolmeA has in mind when he declares that the
standard of the reasonable man is not a legal standard at all. In so
far as the standard becomes incorporated into the law, many jurists
will call it a legal standard, 5 but its application implies the excercise
of what is fundamentally a moral judgment. "
Stammler, speaking of the philosophy of law, says,
"By the philosophy of law we understand the theory of
that which in judicial discussion, is assumed to be of uncon-
ditioned, universal validity." 7
6169 Oregon 519, 532 (914), quoting. Italics are mine.
62Jurisprudence (1885), I, 236.63See Pound, Law and Morals (1924), 6o, 6i.
65See Theory of justice, supra, 4o ff. Inasmuch as the moral principle
involved influences and controls conduct, it may be said to be legal.
6 Cf. Salmond, Jurisprudence (7th ed, i924), 8o.
67Lehrbuch der Rechtsphilosophie, § i.
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Scientific propositions do not involve elements of unconditioned,
universal validity; science is concerned primarily with the general.
Thus Stammler defines what he conceives to be the fundamental
questions with which the philosophy of law is concerned, namely,
(i) What is law; (2) why does it bind; (3) upon what principles
are laws just?" 61 These, he declares, cannot be solved by the con-
sideration merely of definite historical law. They are questions in-
volving a consideration of that which is "assumed to be of uncondi-
tioned, universal validity." The various answers which the courts
have made to these three questions, as they have arisen under the
police power and the Fourteenth Amendment, indicate the relation
of the doctrine of reasonableness to each.69 The answer to each
question involves considerations, for the treatment of which science
is jejune and empty, but to which philosophy is germane and perti-
nent. Science has its place in Constitutional law, in the determina-
tion of the facts for the creation of the inateria, in order that the
content may be established, but with the pure form, philosophy alone
is concerned.
Thus natural law with its philosophic element must be kept dis-
tinct from the factual determination involved in the matter. In the
latter, the first question is one for science. Here there is no drawing
of the line, and no pure form is involved, but only the most expediti-
ous method of determining the factual foundation for the concrete
manifestation of the law in the particular case. In arriving at the par-
ticular conclusion, however, an intellectual process involving the ap-
plication of a norm, forever unchangeable and immutable upon the
facts, is employed. It is thus that the content is established. So it may
follow that the content of this natural law may be incorrect; it may be
poor law, and yet the standard applied be always a just one, and be
good law. Just as mathematicians make errors in handling universal
conceptions, so jurists err in the exercise of the standard of reason-
ableness, but the idea undergoes no change or no modification. The
ideal harmony which it is the aim of Constitutional law to effect be-
68The Theory of Justice, 85. Cf. Rechtsphilosophie, supra § 47.
69Cf. the language of the court in Commonwealth v. Alger, 7 Cush.
(Mass.), 53, 85 (i85s); Lochner v. New York, 198 U. S. 45, 53 (i9o5),
Holmes, dissenting; Chicago, B. & Q. R. R. v. Drainage Commissioners, 2oo
U. S. 56r, 592 (19o6) ; Stettler v. O'Hara, supra, 532.
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tween individual interests and social interests can only be attained
through the correct application of a universal standard. The result of
such perfect application must be, in theory, the ideal community where
the purposes of different individuals are reciprocally set up as means
for others, with a perfect harmony of all ends,70 or, in other words, the
result must be what Stammler speaks of as the conception of com-
plete harmony of all conceivable will contents."1
To effect such a result is precisely the problem in all freedom of
contract issues. Even the most naive courts no longer regard free-
dom of contract as an absolute and unqualified right. Such was the
attitude adduced from the older notions of natural law, but modern
courts have, in large parts, become emancipated from such an intel-
lectual bondage. Since it follows, then, that a line must be drawn,
every such circumstance presents an occasion for the correct applica-
tion of a legal norm." Older views regarded this as a purely moral
question, but, as Stammler points out, it is a question of just law
and not ethical doctrine, for "it is a problem of justly regulating the
external conduct of those living under the law, and not of forming
their good intentions in relation to others."
7 3
Thus it is that with varying results from the application of an
immutable standard to constantly changing conditions we have
evolved what has been called a natural law with a changing con-
tent.7 4 As society progresses there must be a similar progression in
the law, for the law is, or ought to be, a social institution. Con-
tinual changes in economic and social conditions constantly give rise
to new social interests which demand the protection of the law, for
the law is pledged to protect both private and public interests. The
70See Theory of Justice, 161; see also "Fundamental Tendencies," 21 MICH.
L. Rxv. 889.71
"Fundamental Tendencies," supra, 887.72The Theory of Justice, 303.731bid, 303; cf. ibid, 40.74See The Theory of justice, 107; cf. ibid, i9. "We may at least have
a natural law with a growing content-an idealized ethical custom and an
ideal picture of the end of law, painted it may be, with reference to the
institutions and ethical customs of the time and place, which may serve as an
instrument of shaping and developing legal materials and of drawing in and
fashioning materials from outside the law." Pound, Law and Morals (I924),
I13.
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Fourteenth Amendment especially contains evidences of this dual
guardianship. The very words of the due process clause imply that
there must be a weighing and balancing of interests before the
validity of a given process is determined. As additional social in-
terests increase, the scope of "due process of law" will be extended,
and the variability of the content of natural law occurs. The re-
sult is a system of natural law consisting, in essence, of "precepts
of right and law under relations empirically conditioned. '75  The
doctrine of reason is the precept of right and law which contains
theoretically just law. The changing economic and social conditions
result in concrete situations which constitute the nzateria to which
the law is applied. The relationship established between these "con-
ditions empirically determined" and the norm of just law effects the
content. Consequently in sustaining a ten hour day for factory
workers in 1917,0 the Supreme Court did not necessarily overrule
the decision invalidating a ten hour day for bakers in x9o5.17  As-
suming no mistakes or errors in the application of the standard in
either case,78 the change in content was produced, not by a change
75Wirthschaft und Recht (2nd ed.), x8I.
76Bunting v. Oregon, 243 U. S. 426 (1917).77Lochner v. New York, 198 U. S. 45 (1905).
78Analysis indicates that in the Lochner case the Court neither determined
the facts which constituted the fluateria in a scientific manner, nor applied the
pure formh, the standard of reason, correctly. Hence neither the science nor
the philosophy of constitutional law was properly employed. As to the factual
situation, The Court relied upon what it called common understanding. It was
before the day of the sociological brief, and the personal knowledge, educa-
tion, training, prejudice and bias of each judge constituted the "common under-
standing." Experience has verified the fact that the common understanding is
only another name for popular ignorance and, frequently, superstition. Under
this principle, the work and experiments of scientists, legislators, and sociolo-
gists was subjected to the test of a common understanding which was usually
synonomous with the personal feelings of the particular judge.
As to the way in which the standard of reason was applied, it is only
necessary here to point out that the majority and minority opinions of the case
indicate that something more than a mere difference in result was achieved.
It is difficult to believe that any of the members of the Supreme Court are
unreasonable men, and still we have continual dissents in cases arising under
the Fourteenth Amendment. A more probable explanation is that there is a
decided difference in the method of application of the standard, which would
result, were dissenting opinions law, in a divergent matter with an accompany-
ing irreconcilable content.
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in the standard applied, but solely by the conditions to which it was
applied. To assume that the process of the Court was correct in
the Lochner case may be difficult to do, but this explanation can
justify, or at least explain the fact that both decisions are good
law, theoretically, today.
When courts are presented with a problem of the kind in ques-
tion, they grapple with one of the most fundamental issues which the
law affords. In each case the general principles are usually not the
subject of disagreement. No one will dispute that the Fourteenth
Amendment may be called upon to protect private rights. On the
other hand the police power is conceded to be a power of government
which may be put forth in aid of what the prevailing morality or
strong and preponderant opinion holds to be greatly and immediately
necessary to the public welfare. 9 In the word of Justice Holmes
"there is no dispute about general principles. The question is whether
this case lies on one side or the other of a line which has to be worked
out between cases differing only in degree." 80 Any line which the law
draws looks arbitrary, and still the theory of the law is that the line
must be drawn. Statutes are either reasonable or unreasonable. In
1895 the Illinois court found an eight hour law for women an un-
reasonable exercise of the police power,"' but in i9io a ten hour
restriction was entirely reasonable -. 8 2 The distinction between the two
statutes was expressly stated to rest upon the difference in the hours
of labor allowed by the statutes.8 "
The general principles being agreed upon, it follows that the
source of conflict and difference of opinion lies in the application of
the standard and the method of approach. This is invariably true
when courts are presented with the necessity of applying a standard-
a norm of "unconditioned, universal validity." But it is in the intel-
lectual process thus involved that the natural law with variable con-
79Noble State Bank v. Haskell, 219 U. S. 104 (91).
8oSee Missouri, Kan. & Tex. R. R. v. May, i94 U. S. 267, 269 (i9o4).
81Ritchie v. People, 155 Ill. 98 (i895).82Ritchie v. Waynan, 244 Ill. 509 (1910).
831bid, 528. But see the language of Mr. Justice Peckham in Lockner
v. New York, supra, 62 in which he refused to recognize the validity in the line
of reasonableness drawn between ten and ten and one-half hours of toil by
bakers.
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tent is born, for the existing body of dogma is here carried, as Holmes
says, "into its highest generalizations by the help of jurisprudence."8 4
Science is useful and so is history, but a genuine philosophy is
indispensable to complete the legal process in problems under dis-
cussion. Science can aid in ascertaining the facts, particularly where
economic and social phenomena are involved. History is servicable
to illustrate how rules and principles have been applied to concrete
situations in the past and to thereby assist in meeting such and simi-
lar situations in the future, but never as self-sufficient premises from
which to deduce, by syllogistic logic, rules to govern every case that
may arise.85 Science and history supplement and augment each other.
The tendency of our Constitutional law in the past to follow, exclu-
sively, the path of history has, as we have seen, failed, for law cannot
be developed as Stammler says, "by casual historical observation,"
nor yet empirically.86 On the other hand the content of just law
cannot be derived solely from ethics or morals, even when fused into
and amalgamated with law, T7 only the form can be thereby affected.
When correctly applied, with science, history and philosophy doing
their part, perhaps this natural law with its variable content may
reconcile the two great demands made upon any jurisprudence,'
namely, the need for fixity and stability and the necessity for flexi-
bility that the law may not be stunted in its growth and develop-
ment. Regardless of the ultimate results attained by the present
tendency, it is servicible to examine our Constitutional law in the
light of valid critical theory, distinguishing form and inatter and
content; "because," in the words of Del Vecchio, "criticism has
taught us to distinguish the truth of phenomenon from that of the
ideal norm which governs it, while offering us a means of recognizing
its gradual reconciliation in history."'8
84"The Path of the Law," Collected Papers, supra, I67, i98.
85Pound, "Scope and Purpose of Sociological Jurisprudence," (1gI1), 25
HAmv. L. Rrv. i4o, 147.
-GSee Berolzheimer, World's Legal Philosophies (1912), 415.
Smbid, 4La.88Formal Bases of Law%, Lisle's Translation (0920, 335.
